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Artificial Neural Networks for Multiple NEA Rendezvous
Missions with Continuous Thrust

Giulia Viavattene� and Matteo Ceriotti†

University of Glasgow, Glasgow G12 8QQ, United Kingdom

The interest for near-Earth asteroids for scientific studies and, in particular, for potentially

hazardous asteroids requires the space community to perform multiple-asteroid missions with

close-up observations. To this end, multiple near-Earth asteroid rendezvous missions can help

reduce the cost of the mission. Given the enormous number of asteroids, this work proposes

a method based on artificial neural networks (ANNs) to quickly estimate the transfer time

and cost between asteroids using low-thrust propulsion. The neural network output is used

in a sequence search algorithm based on a tree-search method to identify feasible sequences

of asteroids to rendezvous. The rendezvous sequences are optimized by solving an optimal

control problem for each leg to verify the feasibility of the transfer. The e�ectiveness of the

presented methodology is assessed through sequences of asteroids of interest optimized using

two low-thrust propulsion systems, namely solar electric propulsion and solar sailing. The

results show that ANNs are able to estimate the duration and cost of low-thrust transfers with

high accuracy in a modest computational time.

Nomenclature

0 = semi-major axis, m

02 = sail characteristic acceleration, m/s2

0<0G = low-thrust maximum acceleration, m/s2

1 = ANN biases

4 = eccentricity

5 , 6 = in-plane modified equinoctial elements

F ; = ANN activation function

8 = inclination, deg

�B? = specific impulse, s

9 , : = out-of-plane modified equinoctial elements
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� = performance index

! = true longitude, deg

< = spacecraft mass, kg

" = mean anomaly, deg

N = thrust direction vector

=A4E = number of revolutions

? = semilatus rectum, m

r = Sun-spacecraft position vector, m

C = time, s

)<0G = maximum thrust, N

u = control vector

x = state vector

F = ANN weights

y = ANN output vector

yC = ANN target output vector

U = cone angle, deg

�+ = velocity increment, km/s

_1,2,3 = shaping parameters

` = gravitational parameter, m3/s2

q = phasing parameter, deg

⌦ = longitude of the ascending node, deg

l = argument of periapsis, deg

I. Introduction

Since the 1960s, scientists and engineers have dedicated a great e�ort to the study of near-Earth asteroids (NEAs),

given the significant role they played in the geological and biological evolution of Earth, the possible exploitation of

asteroids’ resources, and Earth protection from future collisions. Indeed, potentially hazardous asteroids (PHAs) can

impact Earth along their orbits, representing a potential threat to the life on Earth [1].

Asteroids are characterized by very irregular sizes, shapes, densities, compositions and magnetic fields. That is the

reason why close-up observations of these objects are necessary to improve the knowledge of the diversity of these

objects and to support any future mitigation action. To this end, NEA rendezvous is one of the most important objectives

in space exploration. To reduce the cost for each observation and increase the possibility of visiting multiple asteroids of
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interest in a single mission, multiple NEA rendezvous (MNR) missions are preferred [2–5].

MNRs are highly demanding in terms of �+ , thus the more suitable propulsion system is a low-thrust propulsion,

since it can deliver the same �+ using less propellant than high-thrust systems [6]. Low-thrust propulsion considered in

this paper is solar electric propulsion (SEP) [7, 8] and solar sailing [9]
:::::
[9–11].

The preliminary design of MNR missions is a complex global optimization problem that can be decomposed into two

parts: a large discrete combinatorial part and a continuous part. The first one aims at identifying the most advantageous

sequence of asteroids, while the second one requires the numerical solution of an optimal trajectory control problem to

find the optimal control law for the trajectory with minimum propellant mass expenditure and/or minimum time of flight.

According to the NASA’s database�, almost 22,000 NEAs have been discovered until now. Among those objects,

almost 2,000 are characterized by an Earth Minimum Orbit Intersection Distance (MOID) lower than 0.05 AU and

an estimated diameter greater than 150 m. These are classified as PHA. To identify the best sequences of NEAs, all

the permutations of asteroids should be considered and analyzed up to a certain number of asteroids in the sequence,

since the scientific community gives no clear priorities in the selection of NEAs to design the mission. It follows that

trillions of permutations between these objects need to be investigated. In general, low-thrust transfers have no analytical

closed-form solution, thus a numerical optimization strategy must be used to find a solution to the trajectory design

problems, which are generally computationally demanding and time consuming.

Given the large number of asteroids discovered until now and the enormous number of permutations of objects in a

sequence, designing such a mission represents a significant challenge. Six out of eight Global Trajectory Optimization

Competitions (GTOC)† deal with asteroid-related problems.

Di�erent methodologies have been presented to solve this problem. Most of them propose to identify the sequence

of asteroids to visit by means of a simplified model and, successively, convert the solutions found into feasible low-thrust

trajectories. A solution, for instance, to the fourth GTOC competition‡ to search for the largest number of NEAs to visit

within a given mission duration using low-thrust, involved the definition of the sequences by means of impulsive thrusts

before performing the final low-thrust optimization of the sequences§. Di�erently, Peloni et al. [2] used a shape-based

approach to approximate the low-thrust trajectories and determined the sequences through a search-and-prune algorithm.

This approach allowed them to design a mission with five NEAs as encounters within 10 years using the near-term

solar-sail technology [2].

In previous studies, machine learning was used successfully to resolve very complex problems in the aerospace sector.

A method based on an evolutionary algorithm and Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) was employed to determine

�Data available through the link https://cneos.jpl.nasa.gov/orbits/elements.html (accessed on 2020-01-10)
†Data available through the link https://sophia.estec.esa.int/gtoc_portal/ (accessed on 2020-01-10)
‡Bertrand, R., Epenoy, R., and Meyssignac, B., “Final Results of the 4th Global Trajectory Optimisation Competition,” 2009, available

online at https://sophia.estec.esa.int/gtoc_portal/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/gtoc4_problem_description.pdf (accessed
on 2020-01-10)

§Bertrand, R., Epenoy, R., and Meyssignac, B., “Final Results of the 4th Global Trajectory Optimisation Competition,” 2009, available online at
http://mech.math.msu.su/~iliagri/gtoc4/gtoc4_final_results.pdf (accessed on 2020-01-10)
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trajectories to a single NEA using solar sailing [12]. This method was demonstrated to be more e�cient in finding

solutions than the traditional optimal control methods. Hennes et al. [13] used machine learning methods to identify the

low-thrust trajectory with minimum fuel mass required to perform transfers between the main belt asteroids. Mereta et

al. [14] compared the accuracy of various machine learning techniques, including an ANN, to determine the initial

guess of optimal low-thrust transfers between NEAs. Other applications of neural networks also include the solution of

optimal control problems [15], where the network is trained to identify the optimal control history in di�erent cases of

pinpoint landing, and orbit prediction [16], where historical orbit determination and prediction data are used to train the

network to improve the orbit prediction accuracy. An ANN was also employed in the determination of multi-target

missions using solar sails with a characteristic acceleration 02 = 0.75 mm/s2 [3]. However, the latter appears to be

considerably higher than what is considered "near-term" (0.2  02  0.35 mm/s2), according to ENEAS+ (Exploration

of NEAs with solar Sailcraft) mission studies [17], the Gossamer Roadmap technology study [18], and the research by

Peloni at al. [2].

Other works on interplanetary low-thrust trajectory optimization have been conducted. The mission design can be

formulated as an hybrid optimal control problem [19], with an outer-loop solving the discrete optimization problem and

an inner loop solving the continuous optimization problem. The outer loop utilizes the "null-gene" transcription [20]

and a discrete genetic algorithm (GA). The inner loop utilizes the Sims-Flanagan transcription [21] combined with

the monotonic basin hopping global search algorithm [22]. The Sims-Flanagan transcription has also been used in

combination with a global optimization heuristic to generate an initial guess for a medium-high fidelity optimization [23].

This allows a trajectory designer to rapidly evaluate a wide range of solutions to the complex problem of identifying

low-thrust, multiple-flyby trajectories. Also, the global, low-thrust, interplanetary trajectory optimization problem has

been solved using an hybridization of a GA and a gradient-based direct method [24]. Since it removes the di�culty

and biases due to the initial guess generation, this method can provide near globally optimal solutions. Similarly, an

automatic trajectory planning approach is developed by [25, 26], where a modified Ant Colony Optimization algorithm

is used to find the optimal sequences of multiple gravity assists.

The purpose of this paper is to investigate how artificial intelligence and, in particular, ANN can be used to quickly

estimate the transfer cost and duration between asteroids and, together with a method to select the sequences of targets,

design a MNR using near-term low-thrust propulsion systems.

Once trained, a neural network can potentially quickly explore any possible transfer between pairs of asteroids,

eliminating the need of considering pruned or restricted sets of asteroids. Moreover, a well-trained network can

potentially predict the cost and duration of interplanetary transfers, reducing considerably the computational time and

e�ort with respect to the optimization techniques. This is particularly important given the large number of NEAs and

the extensive amount of permutations between them to define a sequence of encounters.

There are multiple challenges in using an ANN for the design of MNRs. Firstly, the selection of network inputs
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a�ects the complex trajectory optimization problem; thus, di�erent parametrizations of the orbit need to be investigated.

Also, the phasing of the asteroids, which is essential for rendezvous and fly-by transfers, should be accounted for in

these inputs. Secondly, defining the topology and the hyper-parameters of the network for this particular application is

not straightforward and requires the definition and solution of an optimization problem. Also, it is paramount to identify

the most appropriate method to generate the training database, containing a su�ciently large number of samples, and

the strategy for the training of the network. The paper will discuss how these challenges are addressed.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, a neural network is designed, trained and optimized to quickly

estimate the cost and duration of interplanetary transfers. The training database is generated collecting optimized NEAs

rendezvous transfers. The sequence search algorithm to determine the most suitable sequences of asteroids is described

in Sec. III, while in Sec. IV the optimization method, used to verify the feasibility of the sequences, is illustrated. In

Sec. V, the e�ectiveness of the method is demonstrated by optimizing the selected sequences of asteroids of interest.

Finally, Sec. VI concludes the paper with a summary of the results.

II. Neural Networks for Transfer Cost Mapping

ANNs are very complex computing systems inspired by the biological neural networks which constitute animal

brains [27]. In the e�ort to emulate the cognitive abilities of biological organisms, ANNs can learn and model complex

non-linear relationships. In theory, multi-layered feedforward ANNs have the exceptional capability to approximate

any non-linear mapping to any degree of accuracy [28]. Thus, ANNs can also be trained to calculate, in a fraction of

time needed with optimal control solvers, the cost of a trajectory in terms of �+ and time of flight (TOF), given the

departure and arrival orbits. The estimates provided by the network can help to select candidates for the most convenient

sequence of asteroids to visit, which will consequently be further analyzed through optimization methods. Thanks

to their generalization property, ANNs can learn the function that relates inputs and outputs in the training database

and generalize this function to predict the cost and duration of transfers between asteroids and departure dates, which

were not included in the training [16]. It follows that any possible permutation of any set of NEAs can potentially be

examined.

The aim of this paper is to explore how ANNs can be used to find the best sequence of multiple asteroids to visit

during a MNR mission using a near-term low-thrust propulsion system. To this end, the ANN is trained using a database

of low-thrust transfers, which are obtained using a shape-based method. The trained network is then employed within a

sequence search algorithm which uses a tree-search method to search for the candidate optimal sequences of asteroids.

The sequences which best satisfy the mission requirements are transcribed into the collocation polynomials using the

Radau pseudospectral method [29][30] and converted into low-thrust trajectories using the non-linear programming

(NLP) solver IPOPT [31]. Lastly, the feasibility of the sequences is assessed by means of local optimization techniques.
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Fig. 1 Flow of the steps of the proposed optimization methodology.
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Fig. 2 Illustration of an ANN with L layers.

A schematic flow showing the steps of the proposed optimization method is given in Figure 1.

A wide variety of ANNs exists to be suitable for multiple applications, however, only feedforward ANNs are

considered in this study. A network comprises of a number of neurons, which are organized in layers. A generic

illustration of a neural network is shown in Figure 2. Each neuron is connected directly to the neurons of the successive

layer, so that the information moves from the first layer, known as input layer, through the hidden layers to the last layer,

known as output layer. In the following the working principle of ANNs is summarized. For a more detailed explanation,

the interested reader is referred to Refs. [32, 33]

To learn and model the complex non-linear relationship between the departure and arrival orbits and the cost of

the transfer between the two, the network needs to be trained by means of an appropriate database containing the

corresponding inputs and outputs (or targets). The training of the network aims at identifying the network function by

minimizing the network error between the outputs generated by the network and the targets. To determine this function,

the weights F;

9:
associated to the connection between the :-th and 9-th neuron and the biases 1;

9
of the 9-th neuron of

the ;-th layer need to be adjusted in order to minimize the network error. The 9-th neuron of the ;-th layer equals to:

H
;

9
= F ;

 ’
:

F
;

9:
H
(;�1)
:

+ 1
;

9

!
(1)

where subscripts and superscripts identify the neuron and hidden layer, respectively. F ; is the activation function of the
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;-th layer, which maps from the neuron’s weighted input values onto a single output value. The sigmoid function, which

is commonly used for feedforward networks, can be defined as follows:

BW (G) =
1

1 � 4
�G/W (2)

where W defines the slope of the function. In this way, each 9-th neuron is computed by means of the Eq. 1, as follows:

H 9 =
1

1 � 4

�
⇣Õ

:
F

;

9:
H
(;�1)
:

+1;

9

⌘
/W 9

(3)

with H 9 being the output of the 9-th neuron and H 9 ✓ (0, 1). Di�erently, each 8-th neuron of the first (input) layer

provides one component of the input vector, G8 ✓ IR, unchanged, thus y1 = x. In this case, the network function is a

parametrized function that maps from an input set X to an output set Y:

# = X ✓ IR=8 ! Y ✓ (0, 1)=0 (4)

with =8 and =0 being the number of input and output neurons, respectively.

The performance of the network can be a�ected by varying the number of layers and neurons for each hidden layer

and also by other parameters of the network, such as the learning algorithm, activation function, learning rate, or even

the type of parameters contained in the input vector. It is essential to identify the best combination of the network’s

architecture and parameters to minimize the network error for this application of transfer cost and time mapping. In

particular, to design an optimal neural network, the training database generation is presented in Sec. II.A, and the

network’s architecture and hyper-parameters are tuned in Sec. II.B.

A. Training Database Generation

The training database includes the inputs to the network and the desired outputs, which are the orbital characteristics

of the departure and arrival orbits and the position of the objects along their orbits (inputs) and the cost �+ and TOF

of the transfer between these two orbits (outputs). The NEA orbital characteristics are obtained from the NASA’s

near-Earth Object Program¶. NEAs of particular interest from the scientific point of view, for their composition and

orbital dynamics are included in the database.

Among these, the database includes Potentially Hazardous Asteroids (PHAs) and near-Earth Object Human Space

Flight Accessible Targets Study (NHATS) objects [34], selected by NASA as NEAs that might be accessible by future

human space flight missions. These asteroids are selected depending on the characteristics of the asteroids themselves

and of the mission required to reach them, departing from Earth. Di�erent asteroids are chosen if di�erent constrains

¶Data available through the link https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/sbdb_query.cgi#x (accessed on 2021-01-17)
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Table 1 Criteria used in the selection of the NHATS database.

Parameter Lower Bound Upper Bound

Total �+ , km/s – 12

Mission duration, days – 450

Stay time at the object, days 8 –

Launch date 2020 2045

Absolute magnitude parameter – 26

Orbit condition code – 7

are specified for the mission parameters, i.e, the total �+ required, total mission duration, stay time at the object and

launch date interval. The criteria used for this work to select the NHATS database� are presented in Table 1. Note that

the absolute magnitude parameter � indicates the visual magnitude an observer would record if the asteroid were placed

1 AU away, and the orbit condition code (OCC) takes into account the orbit determination accuracy.

To improve the converge rate of low-thrust optimal control problems, the highly inclined (8 � 20�) and highly

eccentric (4 � 0.4) objects are excluded. These criteria result in 6286 asteroids, with about 300 PHAs and about 1450

NHATS. The reference time of 2019-04-27 (MJD 58600) is used to determine the position of the asteroids along their

orbits. Although 6286 objects are considered for the simulations and the preliminary design of MNRs, the permutations

between only 100 NEAs are considered for the generation of the network training database, for a total of 10,100 transfers.

The purpose of this is to verify the generalization propriety of the neural network. Indeed, if the training of the network

is successful, the ANN is able to generalize to provide the transfer costs between NEAs, which are not included in the

training database and with di�erent launch dates.

To determine the target outputs of the network, i.e., the cost and duration of a low-thrust transfer, a low-thrust optimal

control problem needs to be solved. Solving an optimization problem is generally very computationally expensive and

requires an accurate first guess to identify an appropriate solution [35]. To compute a trajectory solution with a reduced

computational time and e�ort, a shape-based approach is used in this study to generate the training database. In this

case, the trajectory is defined analytically and there is no optimization involved, so there is no guarantee that the solution

found is optimal. However, the shape of the minimum-cost rendezvous trajectory can be approximated for the given

range of launch dates with zero departure and arrival velocity, TOF, and the number of revolutions [36][37]. Thus, this

choice is appropriate for the preliminary search to design MNRs.

The shape-based method defines a trajectory r(C) as a parametrized analytical curve connecting two points in a

central force field [38, 39]. The necessary acceleration that the propulsive system needs to provide to fly the calculated

trajectory is obtained by computing the control thrust required to satisfy the dynamics, as follows:

�Data available through the link https://cneos.jpl.nasa.gov/nhats/ (accessed on 2021-01-07)
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Table 2 Bounds definition for the parameters used in the shape-based method.

Parameter Lower Bound Upper Bound

Launch date 2020-01-01 2030-12-30

TOF, days 400 1500

Acceleration, mm/s2 – 0.1

Propellant ratio – 0.6

N. revolution 0 4

_1 -0.5 0.5

Shaping parameters _2 -0.1 0.1

_3 -0.01 0.01

a = •r + `

r
A

3
(5)

where ` is the gravitational parameter of the central body, i.e., the Sun, and r is the position vector in the Cartesian

reference frame.

The shape of the trajectory can be defined using the following linear-trigonometric relationship:

x = x0 + x1 (! � !0) + , sin(! � !0 + q) (6)

which defines the solution of the full 3-D trajectory based on a set of modified equinoctial elements x = [?, 5 , 6, ⌘, : , !]) .

The vector , = [_1, _2, _3] contains the shaping parameters to be determined using a genetic algorithm, and x0 and x1

are defined from the boundary conditions, and the phase parameter q is empirically set.

The bounds of the parameters used in the shape-based algorithm are specified in Table 2, considering a SEP

system with a specific impulse �B? of 3000 s and maximum thrust )<0G of 0.1 N. For each individual transfer between

two selected bodies, the shape-based method is run. The training database is built by storing, for each transfer, the

parametrization of the orbits of the departure and arrival asteroids, the angular position of the relative asteroids at the

departure date, and the cost and TOF of the minimum-time transfer.

For the training process the database is divided into three sets: training, validation and test. The training set is used

to train the network and obtain the weights and biases that minimize the mean square error (MSE) between the output

vector of the network y and the target vector yC . The MSE can be defined as follows [28]:

E"(⇢ =
1
#

#’
8=1

| |H8 � HC ,8 | |2 (7)

with # being the number of nodes of the output layer of the network.

The validation and test sets aim at demonstrating the generalization performance of the network. These sets contain
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Table 3 Network performance for di�erent parametrizations of the orbit.

Orbit parametrization Correlation Validation-set error

COE 0.855 0.530

EE 0.856 0.487

MEE 0.925 0.236

Cartesian 0.551 0.761

Delaunay 0.694 0.862

eH 0.908 0.221

samples that are not included in the training, so they are totally new cases for the network. In particular, the validation

set is used to eventually evidence the presence of overfitting during the training. Overfitting occurs when the MSE of

the training database continues to decrease, but the MSE of the validation set starts increasing. When this condition

happens for a consecutive number of iterations, the training is stopped. In this case, the weights and biases are set equal

to those for which the minimum of the validation error is registered. The test set is used only after the training process is

concluded to evaluate the performance of the network with totally new situations. The training algorithm used and the

database division into training, validation and test sets are discussed in the next section.

B. Network Architecture and Parameter Tuning

The aspects that are considered in designing the network are mainly twofold: the type of inputs to be fed into the

network, and the architecture and parameters of the network itself. There exists a combination of these aspects that

provides the optimal performance of the network, however this is not known a priori and needs to be determined by trial

and error.

1. Network Input Analysis

The input to the network is a parametrization of the departure and arrival orbits and the position of the objects

along their orbits, between which the cost of the transfer is to be computed as the output. The literature o�ers di�erent

parametrizations of the orbit, which are convenient depending on the application. Among these, the classical orbital

elements (COE), the modified equinoctial elements (MEE) that are used to build the training database, equinoctial

elements (EE), Cartesian coordinates, Delaunay elements, and eccentricity and angular momentum vectors (eH) [40, 41].

This section studies how the di�erent orbital parametrizations a�ect the network performance.

To this end, a network with two hidden layers and 80 neurons in each layer is used. The activation function chosen is

the sigmoid function and the gradient-descent algorithm is adopted for the training. The learning rate is set to 0.01,

which is the highest value that does not cause divergence in the training process. The batch size is 200, and the database

is divided so that 70% constitute the training set, 15% the validation set, and 15% the test set [42]. The performance of

the network, in terms of correlation and validation-set error, is presented in Table 3 for the considered parametrizations
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Table 4 GA search space and optimal values for the network hyper-parameters.

ANN Parameter Search space Optimal value

Number of hidden layers 2,3,4 4

Number of neurons of each hidden layers [70, 100] 80

Activation function of each hidden layers sigmoid, tansig sigmoid

Learning algorithm Levemberg-Marquardt Levemberg-Marquardt

Learning rate [0.001, 0.1] 0.01

Batch size [100, 1000] 200

Database division rates
70:15:15, 80:10:10 70:15:15

(training : validation : test)

of the orbit.

The best correlation is obtained when MEE are used as inputs (⇠"⇢⇢ = 0.925), which also presents a low

validation-set error (4"⇢⇢ = 0.236). The latter is slightly lower when the eH parametrization is used, but a poorer

correlation is registered in this case. However, the priority is given in this case to the highest correlation, since this is

indeed representing the performance of the network in all the three training, validation and test phases. Thus, for the

remainder of this paper, MEE are used to describe the departure and arrival orbits as inputs to the network.

2. Network Architecture & Parameter Analysis

The methodology followed to design the network architecture and tune its hyper-parameters is as follows. First, the

parameters which mostly a�ect the performance of the network are identified. This is done by studying the e�ects of

changing one network parameter at a time and analyzing the response of the network. Secondly, these parameters are

optimized so that the performance of the network improves. Thereafter, the solutions which show the highest correlation

are further analyzed to define the values of the network parameters which generally ensure a better performance. In this

way the solution space can be reduced for future analyses. Finally, the solution that is considered optimal is identified.

The preliminary analysis shows that the parameters which mostly influence the accuracy of the network results are

the number of hidden layers, the number of neurons and the activation function for each hidden layer, learning algorithm,

learning rate, batch size and database division rates. The momentum constant and the L2 regularization parameter do

not play a significant role in defining the performance of the network. The optimization of all these parameters requires

to search over a large solution space. For this reason, a global optimization procedure is preferred over a grid search

being an exhaustive computationally expensive approach. The network parameters are set as solution vector of a GA

with the intent of finding the near-optimal solution, which maximizes the correlation coe�cient (fitness function). The

search space of the GA is detailed in Table 4. After the optimization, some values of the parameters appear to be more

likely to give a correlation coe�cient higher than 0.9. These are shown in Figure 3.

The network architecture and parameters which o�er the best performance are presented in Table 4. A network with
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No. layers No. neurons Activation function Learning rate Batch size Database division
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Fig. 3 Representation of the likelihood of each parameter value to give a correlation coe�cient ' � 0.9.
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Fig. 4 Regression analysis (a) and performance (b) of the network with the best architecture and parameters
identified by the GA.

four hidden layers and 80 neurons and the sigmoid activation function for each hidden layer is built. The database of

10,100 low-thrust transfers is divided into 70% of training set, 15% validation set, and 15% test set. Figure 4 illustrates

the performance of the selected network. The regression plots in Fig. 4(a) present how well the network outputs

(Y-axis) fit the targets (X-axis) with respect to the training, validation, test sets, and all of them combined. Note that the

outputs and targets are �+ and TOF, so their normalized values are presented in the plot. A perfect fit, thus a perfect

performance of the network, is obtained when the data fall along the line with a unit slope and zero y-intercept. This

means that the relationship between the outputs and the targets is y = x. The final correlation coe�cient ' obtained is
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Fig. 5 Sequence search algorithm.

about 0.97, which indicates a very accurate fitting.

Figure 4(b) shows how the MSE of the training, validation and test datasets changes along the training epochs.

The network weights and biases are set equal to those that provided the lowest MSE for the validation set, which

occurs in this case at epoch 8 and is equal to 0.12. This indicates that the network function accurately describes the

relationship between departure and final orbits and cost of the transfer between the two. Since the fitting accuracy is

equal to 0.97 also for the validation and test sets, it can be deduced that the network can generalize well to new cases not

experienced during the training. It can be concluded that, to a first approximation, a neural network can replace the

complex optimization process required to compute a low-thrust transfer to identify its cost and duration.

III. Sequence Search Algorithm
To identify the most promising sequences of asteroids to visit in a MNR mission, the sequence search algorithm,

schematically illustrated in Fig. 5, is implemented. The sequence search starts from Earth at departure date 2035-01-01.

The departure date is chosen to be outside of the time frame used to compute the transfers included in the training of

the network, so this serves also to test the generalization property of the network. Firstly, the full database of NEAs

is loaded. The ephemerides of the asteroids are updated at each departure time C8 , with 8 indicating the 8C⌘ leg of the
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Fig. 6 Tree graph of the sequences which were found by the sequence search algorithm for the launch date
2035-01-01.

sequence. Secondly, the trained ANN is used to calculate the cost and the TOF of each transfer from Earth to all the

NEAs available in the database.

Once all the transfers are evaluated, only #<0G = 200 of the best transfers in terms of the lowest TOF are stored.

This limit of #<0G best transfers is set to reduce the otherwise enormous number of permutations given the large number

of NEAs. A stay time at the object of 100 days is added to allow for close-up NEA observations. At this point, the

arrival object becomes the departure object of the following leg, for which the same procedure is iterated following a

tree-search method. Each node of the tree represents a trajectory and how one proceeds through its branches depends on

the mission objective which, in this case, is the TOF minimization. The sequence is complete once the total mission

duration exceeds 10 years.

In this work the launch date is fixed as the purpose of the algorithm is to prove the e�ectiveness of the use of ANN

to design low-thrust, multiple asteroid missions. This can be complemented with a systematic search on several launch

dates if a launch window is given. Figure 6 shows the obtained sequences visiting more than five asteroids which were

found for departure date 2035-01-01. Here only the first three legs are fully displayed because the number of asteroids

visited grows rapidly with each leg. For illustration, only the sequences which are analyzed and optimized in this paper

are fully shown.
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IV. Sequence Optimization
Once the NEA multiple rendezvous sequence is found, an optimal control problem (OCP) is formulated and solved

to calculate the 3-D low-thrust trajectory. In this study, two types of low-thrust propulsion systems are considered: solar

electric propulsion (SEP) and solar sailing (SS).

The state vector of the system, x, is expressed in modified equinoctial elements, adjoined by the spacecraft mass for

SEP:

xSEP = [?, 5 , 6, ⌘, : , !,<]) (8)

Since there is no significant variation in the SS case, the spacecraft mass < is not included in the state vector, which

is then defined as follows:

xSS = [?, 5 , 6, ⌘, : , !]) (9)

The following set of ordinary di�erential equations of motion describes the equations of the dynamics:

§x(C) = A(x)a + b(x) (10)

with a being the acceleration generated by the propulsion system, which is considered to be available at any time and

regardless of the Sun distance, and A(x) and b(x) being, respectively, the matrix and the vector of the dynamics. A

full definition of A(x) and b(x) can be found in Ref. [43]. The propulsive acceleration is di�erent depending on the

propulsion system considered and it can be described as follows:

1) for SEP

a =
)<0G

<

N (11)

where )<0G is the maximum thrust that can be generated from the considered propulsion system, and N =

[#A , #\ , #⌘]) indicates the acceleration direction and magnitude vector in radial, transverse, out-of-plane

coordinates. The mass of the spacecraft < changes with time while it is thrusting as described by the following

mass di�erential equation:

§< = �)<0G · |N|
�B?60

(12)

with |N| being the magnitude of N, which accounts for the thrust throttling, and �B? being the specific impulse of

the relative propulsion system. In this case, �B? = 3000 s.
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2) for SS

a = 02

⇣
A⇢

A

⌘2
cos2 (U)N̂ (13)

where the term 02 is the so-called characteristic acceleration of the sail and it expresses the acceleration provided

by a solar sail facing the Sun at the average Sun-Earth distance, i.e., A⇢ = 1 AU. The term A indicates the

magnitude of the position vector with respect to the Sun, while the cone angle U is the angle between the

Sun-spacecraft direction and and the sail normal unit vector, which is N̂ = [#A , #\ , #⌘]) .

The OCP consists in finding the optimal control history u(C) ⌘ N(C) so that the time of flight is minimized. Thus,

the performance index to minimize is:

� =
π

C 5

C0

3C (14)

while satisfying the dynamics defined in Eq. (10) and the path constraints as follows:

0 < | |N| | < 1 for SEP

| |N̂| | = 1 for SS
(15)

where N can vary for SEP to allow for thrust throttling. The control vector is bounded so that #A , #\ , #⌘ 2 [�1, 1] for

SEP, while #\ , #⌘ 2 [�1, 1] and #A 2 [0, 1] for SS to take into account the inability of the solar sail to thrust towards

the Sun. Moreover, since the intent of this work is to design MNRs, the state vector needs to be bounded to ensure that

the rendezvous conditions are satisfied, which are:

8>>>><
>>>>:

r(C3) � r3 (C3) = 0

v(C3) � v3 (C3) = 0
and

8>>>><
>>>>:

r(C0) � r0 (C0) = 0

v(C0) � v0 (C0) = 0
(16)

where r and v are the position and velocity of the spacecraft, r3 and v3 are the position and velocity of the departure

body at the departure time C3 , and r0 and v0 are the position and velocity of the arrival body at the arrival time C0,

respectively, as taken from the ephemerides, as specified in Sec. II.A.

Given the sequences found through the sequence search, the algorithm implemented to find the optimal low-thrust

trajectories performs as follows:

1) The algorithm automatically computes the initial guess for each leg separately by solving a Lambert problem,

given the departure orbit, arrival orbit and desired time of flight, which is provided by the ANN during the

sequence search. When solar sailing is used, the solution obtained for the SEP case is adopted as the initial guess.

2) The algorithm optimizes the 3-D trajectory leg by leg. During the optimization phase, the solution of each leg
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is constrained to start at least 20 days after the arrival of the previous leg. This is done to avoid overlapping

between two consecutive legs and allow some time for close-up observations.

3) The optimized multiple NEA rendezvous trajectory is built if at least one feasible solution is found for each leg

of the mission.

Each leg is optimized using the TOF predicted by the neural network during the sequence search as the initial guess.

Also, a window of ±100 days is considered for the departure and arrival time C0 and C 5 = C0 + ) , with ) being the TOF

of the transfer, so that the best epochs for departure and arrival can be selected by the optimizer. The stay time at each

asteroid is consequently adjusted considering the TOF of each leg and the departure date of the successive leg. The

optimal control problem is solved by using a discrete non-linear programming (NLP) together with a variable-order

adaptive Radau collocation method [30, 44, 45]. The NLP solver IPOPT [31] has been used within this study.

V. Multiple NEA Rendezvous Mission Design

Table 5 Orbital characteristics of the NEAs visited in the optimized sequences.

Sequence A 2015 XC352 2004 PJ2 162173 Ryugu 2011 MQ3 234145 (2000 EW70)

Classification NHATS PHA NHATS NHATS PHA

0, AU 1.016 1.418 1.19 1.12 0.94

4, - 0.15 0.34 0.19 0.11 0.32

8, deg 4.49 2.58 5.88 5.68 5.43

⌦, deg 98.76 317.18 251.62 274.03 178.06

l, deg 83.48 281.68 211.43 301.14 125.72

" , deg 18.90 296.80 3.98 259.48 283.31

Orbit Class Apollo Apollo Apollo Apollo Aten

Sequence B 2015 XC352 2016 LP48 2017 FU102 2009 JE1 2014 GR1

Classification NHATS - NHATS NHATS NHATS

0, AU 1.016 1.05 1.29 1.37 1.30

4, - 0.15 0.40 0.29 0.29 0.28

8, deg 4.49 10.40 3.01 8.03 5.81

⌦, deg 98.76 87.26 12.69 46.15 168.58

l, deg 83.48 51.87 231.18 223.20 89.99

" , deg 18.90 74.28 120.00 335.01 322.75

Orbit Class Apollo Apollo Apollo Apollo Apollo

Note: " is calculated on 2019-04-27

A. NEA Sequence Analysis

The methodology and the tools described above are used to calculate the sequences of asteroids to visit with

minimum TOF and, subsequently, optimize the full trajectories. To compute the #<0G = 200 sequences, as described in
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Table 6 Mission parameters of the optimized NEA sequence A and comparison with the values estimated by
the ANN (in brackets).

Leg Propulsion Departure Arrival TOF, days �+ , km/s Stay Time, days

Earth - 2015 XC352
SEP 2035-01-01 2037-06-04 885 (882) 8.86 (8.96) 97

SS 2035-02-08 2037-04-04 746 - 20

2015 XC352 - 2004 PJ2
SEP 2037-09-09 2040-01-20 863 (878) 10.67 (11.14) 54

SS 2037-04-24 2039-12-15 943 - 400

2004 PJ2 - 162173 Ryugu
SEP 2040-03-14 2042-09-21 920 (775) 15.03 (12.93) 100

SS 2041-01-18 2042-10-08 628 - 338

162173 Ryugu - 2011 MQ3
SEP 2042-12-29 2045-02-11 775 (637) 12.29 (9.76) 21

SS 2043-09-20 2045-05-13 609 - 200

2011 MQ3- 2000 EW70
SEP 2045-05-09 2047-03-17 677 (702) 10.43 (8.94) –
SS 2045-11-29 2047-07-28 606 -

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000
TOF [days]

Earth

2015 XC352

2004 PJ2

162173 Ryugu

2011 MQ3

2000 EW70

NN
SEP
SS

Fig. 7 NEA sequence A: TOF per leg and stay time at each asteroid.

Sec. III, the sequence search algorithm required about 13.3 hours on a machine with a Core i7 processor at 3.4 GHz.

Two sequences have been selected for the full optimization. These have been selected as they present the largest

variation in semi-major axis a (Sequence A) and largest variation in both inclination i and eccentricity e (Sequence

B). These variations are registered in a single leg, i.e., between one asteroid and the next asteroid in a sequence.

This is preferred over considering the greatest variation of these values in total because the algorithm works on

asteroid-to-asteroid transfers, which is what is desired to verify and validate. The encountered bodies of the selected

sequences are characterized in Table 5. As shown, the majority of the objects are PHA and NHATS. Note that the

semi-major axis, eccentricity or inclination between two consecutive objects are not changing monotonically, as shown
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Fig. 8 NEA sequence A: heliocentric ecliptic-plane view .

Table 7 Mission parameters of the optimized NEA sequence B and comparison with the values estimated by
the ANN (in brackets).

Leg Propulsion Departure Arrival TOF, days �+ , km/s Stay Time, days

Earth - 2015 XC352
SEP 2035-01-01 2037-06-04 885 (882) 8.86 (8.96) 51

SS 2035-02-08 2037-04-04 746 - 277

2015 XC352 - 2016 LP48
SEP 2037-07-25 2039-10-25 821 (673) 8.12 (9.78) 20

SS 2037-11-28 2039-08-26 635 - 300

2016 LP48 - 2017 FU102
SEP 2039-11-14 2042-02-10 819 (859) 13.17 (12.25) 24

SS 2040-06-21 2042-09-05 806 - 20

2017 FU102 - 2009 JE1
SEP 2042-03-06 2044-11-14 984 (804) 15.03 (13.22) 100

SS 2042-09-26 2045-07-27 1035 - 31

2009 JE1 - 2014 GR1
SEP 2045-02-22 2046-11-26 642 (663) 9.79 (10.26) –
SS 2045-08-27 2047-09-26 760 -

in the sequence of NEAs found in Ref. [2]. Indeed, the variation of these variables can be positive or negative while

transferring to the next object. This is particularly interesting because it allows the system to be more flexible and visit

an unrestricted range of NEAs of interest.

These trajectories are optimized according to the methodology presented in Sec. IV using two di�erent propulsion

systems: a solar-electric propulsion system with a maximum thrust )<0G = 0.1 N or a solar sailing system with a

characteristic acceleration 02 = 0.2 mm/s2. The characteristics of the MNRs for each of the selected sequences are
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Fig. 9 NEA sequence B: TOF per leg and stay time at each asteroid.
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Fig. 10 NEA sequence B: heliocentric ecliptic-plane view.

reported in Tables 6 and 7, respectively. The tables report the departure and arrival date, TOF and �+ of each leg of

the sequences. Note that the values of TOF and �+ in brackets are those found by the ANN in the sequence search

algorithm, which were used as initial guess for the optimizer, and they are shown for comparison. In the sequence

search, the stay time at each object was fixed to 100 days, so it is not reported in the tables.

As a visual representation may help, Fig. 7 and 9 show the NEAs visited as function of the time of flight for

Sequence A and B, respectively, so that the di�erence in TOF between ANN, SEP and SS can be easily appreciated. For

both sequences, the solar sailing case requires slightly more time to complete the mission. The sail 02 is chosen to be

conservative according to Ref. [18], so generally longer stay times with respect to the SEP case are necessary to catch
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Table 8 Orbital characteristics of the NEAs visited in the optimized sequences.

Sequence C 2014 WX202 2008 EA9 2015 VO142 2012 EP10 2013 CY 2014 UV210

Classification NHATS NHATS NHATS NHATS NHATS NHATS

0, AU 1.036 1.049 1.075 1.05 1.114 1.155

4, - 0.0589 0.0745 0.1259 0.1160 0.1342 0.1316

8, deg 0.41 0.44 0.28 1.03 0.78 0.60

⌦, deg 243.99 124.46 95.26 348.00 302.58 92.15

l, deg 214.07 343.15 20.47 105.87 149.58 351.56

" , deg 51.76 134.18 336.18 293.59 114.38 134.91

Orbit Class Apollo Apollo Apollo Apollo Apollo Apollo

Note: " is calculated at 2019-04-27

up the shorter transfer times. Additionally, the network was trained for identifying the cost and duration of low-thrust

SEP transfers specifically, so a larger error for the SS case can be expected.

The heliocentric ecliptic-plane view of all the feasible complete trajectories optimized are shown in Fig. 8 and 10

for Sequences A and B, respectively. Earth’s orbit is plotted and the stay times at each asteroid is highlighted against the

full trajectory, as specified in the legend.

The total �+ required to complete the SEP missions are �+ = 57.28 km/s for sequence A (Table 6) and �+ = 54.97

km/s for sequence B (Table 7). Considering the first sequence flown by a system with dry mass <3A H = 350 kg, which

is similar to the one of the Deep Space 1 by NASA [46], where a SEP system is used with specific impulse �B? = 3000 s,

the initial mass <0 of the spacecraft would be:

<0 = <3A H4

⇣
�+

60 �B?

⌘
⇡ 2400 kg (17)

with 60 being the standard acceleration due to gravity. This equates to a mass ratio <3AH

<0
⇡ 0.15. Comparing this

number with the specifications o�ered in one of the last GTOC problems��, it is convenient to allow for a larger mass

ratio (minimum of about <3AH

<0
= 0.4) for a system propelled by a low-thrust engine. This does not apply to the SS case,

as it does not required the use of propellant to fly the Sequences A and B.

To take into account the requirements of multiple encountered missions when using a SEP system, the algorithm is

run again including a constraint on �+  5 km/s per phase. One of the sequences obtained is selected and optimized

(Sequence C). The orbital characteristics of the visited bodies are detailed in Table 8 and the mission parameters are

presented in Table 9. Also, the heliocentric ecliptic-plane view of the complete trajectory is plotted in Fig. 11. In

Sequence C, six asteroids are visited in less than 10 years, requiring a total �+ of 17.95 km/s. From Eq. (17), a mass

��Casalino, L., and Colasurdo, G., “Problem Description for the 7th Global Trajectory Optimisation Competition,” Global Trajectory Optimisation
Portal, 2014. Available through the link https://sophia.estec.esa.int/gtoc_portal/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/gtoc7_problem_
description.pdf (accessed on 2021-01-07)
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Table 9 Mission parameters of the optimized NEA sequence C and comparison with the values estimated by
the ANN (in brackets).

Leg Propulsion Departure Arrival TOF, days �+ , km/s Stay Time, days

Earth - 2014 WX202 SEP 2035-01-21 2036-07-24 550 (570) 2.50 (3.13) 87

2014 WX202 - 2008 EA9 SEP 2036-09-29 2038-02-09 498 (456) 3.02 (2.80) 91

2008 EA9 - 2015 VO142 SEP 2038-05-11 2039-10-28 535 (555) 3.25 (3.04) 68

2015 VO142 - 2012 EP10 SEP 2040-01-04 2041-05-01 483 (402) 2.92 (2.97) 100

2012 EP10 - 2013 CY SEP 2041-08-09 2042-12-15 493 (514) 2.99 (2.76) 56

2013 CY - 2014 UV210 SEP 2043-02-09 2044-07-30 537 (557) 3.27 (2.91) –
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Fig. 11 NEA sequence C: heliocentric ecliptic-plane view.

fraction of 0.54 is obtained in this case. Limiting the �+ available for each phase of the sequence allows to meet the

requirement on the dry mass ratio of 0.4 and, consequently, on the maximum �+ of the mission. In this way, the

sequences identified by the ANN can be realistically flown with a SEP system.

The successful optimization of Sequences A, B, and C shows that the ANN is able to approximate well the cost and

duration for low-thrust rendezvous transfers between NEAs, also when involving large changes of the orbital parameters.

B. ANN Prediction Error

From the sequences studied above, the di�erences in TOF and �+ between the values obtained by the ANN and

the results obtained from the trajectory optimization are generally bounded. To quantify this deviation, the average
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Table 10 Average percentage error between ANN and optimized results.

Sequence E
)$�

for SEP E�+ for SEP E
)$�

for SS

A (Table 6) 7.8% 10.8% 13.7%

B (Table 7) 8.9% 9.1% 13.1%

C (Table 9) 6.7% 9.8% –

Mean Error 7.8% 9.9% 13.4%

percentage error is computed considering only the TOF and �+ for each SEP transfer, since these are the only two

parameters predicted by the network. The average relative error for TOF and �+ are calculated as follows:

E)$� =
1
#

#’
8=1

✓ |)$�8,>?C � )$�8,�# # |
)$�8,>?C

◆
(18)

E�+ =
1
#

#’
8=1

✓ |�+8,>?C � �+8,�# # |
�+8,>?C

◆
(19)

with # being the number of legs in the trajectory. The average percentage errors are shown for each of the sequences

studied in Table 10. When considering the error computed for sequence A, B, and C together, the mean error overall is

7.8% for TOF and 9.9% for �+ . This suggests that an ANN can obtain a satisfactory accuracy for the preliminary orbit

design.

This confirms the validity of the methodology and the capability of the neural network designed and trained as

described in Sec. II to predict the cost and duration of a transfer given the orbits of the departure and target asteroids.

Larger di�erences in TOF and �+ with respect to the average values can sometimes occur. This is due to the

fact that in the sequence search algorithm the stay times of 100 days and, consequently, the departure times of each

leg (C0 = )0 + CBC0H) are imposed a priori, with )0 being the mission duration until that point and CBC0H the stay time.

Di�erently, in the trajectory optimization process the stay time adapts to allow for the most convenient departure and

arrival points depending on the relative position of the two bodies. This results in a di�erence in departure date, arrival

date, and stay time which inevitably a�ects the computed TOF and �+ of a transfer.

As an additional note, the deviation between ANN and SS optimization are also reported in Table 10, showing an

overall error of 13.4%. The error is slightly higher compared to SEP, as expected, because the network was specifically

trained with SEP transfers. However, this is still an acceptable error demonstrating that this methodology also allows for

preliminary solar sailing mission design with near-term sail performance.

C. Computational Time & Accuracy Analysis

One of the advantages of using an ANN to determine the cost and TOF of the transfers between pairs of asteroids

is the reduction in the computational time. To show an estimation of the computational time and performance of the
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trained network, this is compared to other methods used in previous works. For instance, the sequence search algorithm

used by Peloni et al. [2], where the tree of multiple-NEA trajectories is obtained by approximating the transfers using a

shape-based method.

Peloni et al. performed the search on a set of launch dates spanning about 10 years with a step size of three months,

starting from the launch date 28 November 2019, for a total of 41 launch dates. The input database of NEAs included

only PHAs and NHATS asteroids, for a total of 1,801 objects. The propulsion system used by Peloni et al. is a solar sail

with 02 = 0.2 mm/s2.

The objective of the analysis is to compare the time to estimate successfully the cost of a low-thrust transfer when

using a shape-based method or the ANN, and the average time required to complete a sequence-search run. The same

database and the same launch dates, used in Ref. [2], are utilized here so that the same sequences can be obtained and a

head-to-head comparison can be performed.

A database is generated, containing PHA and NHATS asteroids only and selecting the NHATS objects with the

same criteria used in Ref. [2], resulting in a database containing a total of 2,768 objects; this is almost a thousand NEAs

more than the one used in Ref. [2], due to the fact that the database used by Peloni at al. was generated in August 2015,

and numerous NEAs have been discovered since. To partially take into account the decrease in the sail acceleration

when it is not directed along the Sun-spacecraft direction, a SEP system with 0<0G = 0.1 mm/s2, calculated from the

)<0G and the mass of the system at departure, is used in this analysis. The fact that a di�erent propulsion system is

chosen does not a�ect the computational time required by the sequence search algorithm, however it may have an e�ect

on the accuracy of the results, so it will be taken into account during the accuracy analysis.

In Ref. [2] the runs were conducted on three computers: two with a 3.4 GHz Core i7 and one with a 2.3 GHz AMD

Opteron 6376. Peloni et al. give an indication of the required computational time considering only the runs carried out

in the latter, which is the slowest machine. During this analysis a machine with a 3.4 GHz Core i7 was used. Taking

into account the performance test benchmark results of the two machines, CPU Mark†† suggests that the machine with

a 2.3 GHz AMD Opteron 6376 is roughly 20% slower in computational speed than the 3.4 GHz Core i7. Although

the authors are aware that additional factors can play a role in a�ecting the computing speed of the machines, this

approximation is su�cient to evaluate the order of magnitude of the di�erence in the computational power required for

the two methodologies. For this reason the time required for the simulations in Ref. [2] will be improved by 20% for a

fair comparison.

Firstly, the computational time required for the estimation of the cost and TOF of a low-thrust transfer is analyzed.

Each successful run of the shape-based method in Peloni et al. takes on average about 60 s on 2.3 GHz AMD Opteron

6376, so we assume it takes roughly 48 s on average on the machine with a 3.4 GHz Core i7. Di�erently, it takes less

††Data available through the link https://www.cpubenchmark.net/compare/Intel-i7-3770-vs-AMD-Opteron-6376/896vs2000 (ac-
cessed on 2020-06-03)
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Table 11 Speed comparison between the algorithm with the use ANN and without (i.e., the methodology
proposed in Ref. [2]).

Simulation Method in Ref. [2] Method with ANN

Low-thrust transfer 48 s 0.49 s

Sequence-search run 33 days 7.66 hours

Table 12 Mission parameters of a low-thrust trajectory departing from Earth on 2025-04-30 and visiting five
NEAs. Comparison between the values obtained by the method used in Ref. [2] and by the ANN.

Leg Method TOF, days Optimal TOF, days Error (vs. Optimal)

Earth - 2000 SG344
Ref. [2] 680

657
3.5%

ANN 634 3.5%

2000 SG344 - 2015 JD3
Ref. [2] 500

436
14.7%

ANN 414 5.1%

2015 JD3 - 2012 KB4
Ref. [2] 644

584
10.3%

ANN 603 3.3%

2012 KB4 - 2008 EV5
Ref. [2] 647

576
12.3%

ANN 639 10.9%

2008 EV5 - 2014 MP
Ref. [2] 625

560
11.6%

ANN 606 8.2%

Average
Ref. [2] 10.5%

ANN 6.2%

than a second (0.49 s on average) for the ANN to perform the same estimation. This already suggests the huge impact of

ANN on the computational time of a sequence-search run where thousands of transfers are investigated.

In Ref. [2], for 41 launch dates the search found 4800 sequences with five encounters and at least one PHA. The

authors specify that, for each launch date, a sequence-search run took on average 33 days (41.3 days on the 2.3 GHz

AMD Opteron 6376) to complete. So, considering that 4800 sequences are found for 41 launch dates, we can assume

that, on average, almost 120 sequences per launch date are found. For the launch date 2025-04-30 the sequence-search

run with the ANN takes 7.66 hours, meaning that using an ANN within the sequence search makes the algorithm almost

100 times faster. Table 11 summarizes the comparison in the computational time between the method in Ref. [2] and

the method with ANN for the simulation of a low-thrust transfer and a sequence-search run.

Acknowledging the di�erence in time for the computation of a single low-thrust transfer between the shape-based

method used in Ref. [2] and the ANN, it is expected that as the number of sequences to analyze increases, the di�erence

in computational time will be greater and the advantage of using an ANN will be more considerable.

Once the improvement in computational speed given by the use of an ANN is assessed, a comparison of the accuracy

of the two methods is also conducted to ensure that the improvement in speed does not come at the expenses of the
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solution accuracy. Peloni et al. [2] present and optimize the sequence found for the launch date 30 April 2025. The

same sequence of asteroids is obtained during our sequence-search run.

The results are detailed in Table 12, in which the TOF obtained through the ANN is compared with the TOF in

Peloni et al. using their shape-based method. To measure the accuracy of both methods, the estimated TOF values

are compared with respect to the optimal ones. The ANN achieves a smaller error with respect to the shape-based

method in Ref. [2], which can also be due to the di�erence in the propulsion systems used in the two cases. However,

we can conclude that using a well-trained ANN maintains a good level of accuracy, while dramatically decreasing the

computational time required.

VI. Conclusions
A methodology for the preliminary design of near-Earth asteroid (NEA) multiple rendezvous (MNR) missions using

low-thrust propulsion systems was investigated. Artificial neural networks (ANNs) enable a quick estimation of the cost

and time of flight of interplanetary low-thrust transfers, allowing for a fast analysis of thousands of transfer options.

The shape-based method is used to generate the training database instead of using an optimization method, since the

shape-based method is able to compute interplanetary trajectory solutions with good approximation, without the need

for determining an appropriate initial guess. The parameters of the network are optimized and a genetic algorithm is

used to identify the best combination of network parameters to ensure a high performance of the network. A neural

network with four hidden layers and 80 neurons in each hidden layer would appear to be suitable for the transfer cost

mapping starting from the orbital characteristics of the orbits of the departure and target asteroids. Indeed, the neural

network so designed and trained can obtain an accurate fitting between targets and outputs with 0.97 in correlation

coe�cient. An ANN can be used within a sequence search algorithm to e�ciently identify the sequence of asteroids to

visit in MNRs. Finally, the selected sequences are optimized to verify the feasibility of the trajectory with the provided

propulsion system.

To increase the possibility of visiting asteroids of interest for science, planetary defense, and technology demonstration,

Potentially Hazardous Asteroids (PHAs) and near-Earth Object Human Space Flight Accessible Target Study (NHATS)

asteroids are included in the database in this study. Among the sequences obtained, three of them are selected and fully

optimized to present the results of this research and demonstrate the validity of this methodology. These are sequences

with more than five encounters, some of which present large variations of the orbital parameters of the asteroids in the

consecutive legs.

The performance of the presented methodology using an ANN for the preliminary design of MNR missions with

continuous thrust is demonstrated to give good results with both solar-electric propulsion and solar sailing. A final

average error of 7.8% in TOF and 9.9% in �+ with respect to the final optimized SEP trajectories and 13.4% in TOF

with respect to the final optimized SS trajectories.
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Finally, the computational time and the accuracy of the proposed algorithm with the neural network is compared to

other methodologies that do not involve an ANN. The analysis shows that, when using an ANN, the computational

time is reduced by two orders of magnitude and that the same level of accuracy is maintained. This represents a major

advantage in the preliminary design of MNRs. According to these results, using a neural network to predict the cost and

duration of low-thrust transfers for the preliminary design of MNR missions is e�ective in significantly reducing the

computational time, while still allowing for a su�cient accuracy of the solutions.
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